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Chapter One

Introduction

In the present day, there has been a resurgence of interest in the

writing of fantasy. The node of fa¡rtasy is a very old one, and has been

found in nany periods of literature from fairy tales and legends, the

epic and the quest narrative, down to utopian fiction describing irnagined

new worlds. For some tine such writing $¡as out of fashion. Much nine-

teenth and twentieth century literature was dominated by the principle

of realisn, both in the description of the environ¡nent and. in the psy-

ctrological analysis of the characters of the novel. Ttris ernphasis on

realisn cane at a tine when the influence of science and technology

strongly affected ltlestern culture

Recently, however, other kinds of literature have increased in

popularity. Science fiction exalts the gadgetry of a mechanized society,

and describes the extension of nanrs technological nastery beyond our

own planet to other worlds. Man becones larger than life, able to rrLeap

talI buildings at a single boundr', to perforrn prodigious feats and there-

by to doninate other men and other civilizations. Literature of the

occult is also increasingly popular. such literature conbines our

psychological theories with an imaginative study of the dark side of

human nature and of the universe. As in the literature of science

fiction, the literature of the occult provides us with an escape from

the nundane realities of life today while, at the sane tine, it rein-

forces the dominant emph¿rsis of our cultule on science and psychology.

Modern science enables some men to control other men, in body and in

mind, with results which are at once frightening and tantalizing to

the reader.
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These trends are to be observed not only in adult literature but

in childrents literature ¿rs well. Science fiction for children tends

to follow nany of the same patterns as those found in adult novels.

There is an eurphasis on gadgetry, on the nethods of interplanetary travel

and the ¡nethods of adaptation to the hostile environment of space, on

nanf s bravery and ingenuity. Even in their g¿ilnes, modern children find

solutions to the problems of the game by the exercise of "bionictt

pot'ìIers in initation of their favourite television heroes. There is a.

great deal of childrenrs literature which uses tine travel..as its major

theme. rn such books it is interesting to note, however, that the

emphasis is not on the technical skill of the children who travel through

tine. Rather, the tine device seens to be used to enable the'children

to escape from the mechanistic world of their own era in order to

experience the beauties of the natural world, and the loving co-operation

of other people in a setting in which the adventure of coping with sone

physical danger is present. Frequentl)¡, in this kind of literature, the

children are enabled to experience the actual events from which myth

and legend have derived, so that the realities which the myths describe

become present to then.

In contrast to the realistic picture of life in much modern adult

fiction, novelists such as C.S. Lewis, Charles Willia¡rs and J.R.R. Tolkien

have returned to an earlier for¡n of story-telling. In their novels, we

find nuch that is reniniscent of the fairy tale or epic, rnuch that is

frankly narvellous. In the novels of Lewis and Tolkien, there are

strange creatures, fantastic landscapes, high adventure to fulfil a

quest. In the novels of Willians, the setting is recognizabLy that of

our ovJn tine, but the rmseen world keeps breaking through in strange
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forms.

corbin carnell, in his book Bright shadows of Reality, a study of

these three novel.ists, characterizes their work as literature of

"sehnsucht", 4 desire and longing for another aspect of life beyond what

is seen here. Man is engaged in a quest and the quest nay lead hi¡n to

satisfy that longing in another time and place. yet man must stirl
return to his own sphere, though he may carry with hin lessons learned

fron the experience of the quest. These wri-ters of Christian fantasy

are, by definition, sr4)ernaturalists. In their view, there are other

levets of reality beyond that which can be observed with the eye and

neasured with sophisticated instrunents. Their novels describe the ways

in which these other levels of reality break through into our world, and

the effect whictr such an intrusion has upon nan.

C.S. Lewis's life was firmly rooted in the tradition of Anglicanism,

and it is my conviction that the theology of the sacraments which he

for¡rd in Anglican doctrine is a central principle for hin, and crucial

to an understanding of his fiction.

A sacrament has been defined in the Anglican Catechisn as an

rfoutward and visible sígn of an inward and spiritual grace'r. It operates

on two levels of reality, the seen and the unseen. A sacrament rreffects

what it signifiest', in the words of a conmon catch-phrase to describe

its operation. That is, it does not nerely describe, but it works to

bring about what it describes. Ttre Eucharist does not sinply recount a

p¿rst evena,+.l,death of Jesus, but it calls it into the present with

alL the Pot{er and force of the original event. The Eucharist actually

brings about reconciliation and conmunion as well as describing it in

words.
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Lewis takes the idea that visible signs reveal the operation of
Godrs invisible grace and demonstrates, in his fiction, ways in which

God breaks.into the visible world to reveal Himself to us. The Incar-

nation, whictr is the nost vivid example of the way in which God enters the

naterial world, is central to Lewists understanding of Christianity. In

this thesis, I would like to exanine Lewisrs sacramentalism, which I
believe to be implicit in his works of fantasy, and then to look at two

literary devices which enable hi¡n to express the sacramental principle
in his fiction. The first device is Lewisrs use of pictures, rather than

direct statenent, to convey his beliefs about the nature of God and man.

The second device is Lewisrs use of rnyth, a device which he regarded

as sinilar in operation to the sacramental principle. Myth, for Lewis,

not only describes experience but creates it. In this discussion, I
shall confine ny renarks to a consideration of his works of what night

be called Christian fantasy, to the space trilogy and to the Chronicles

of Narnia, with peripheral references to Till we Have Faces and the

allegories such as The Screwtape Letters.



Chapter Two

Lewis and Fantasy

The literature of fantasy r¡Jas the sort of literature that Lewis

hinself preferred to read, and it seens natural therefore that, when he

ca¡ne to write fiction, he should settle upon this node to express hin-

self. As a boy, Lewis created the world of 'rAni-rnal - landt', a world of

"dressed a¡rimalsrr which had its own elaborate history and geography.

In his late teens Lewis discovered the writings of George Macdonald

which h'ere to influence deeply his own life and writings. In Macdonaldts

writings, he found all the qualities of Romanticis¡n that attracted hin,

but it was Romanticism with a differenceî

I had already been waist deep in Rornanticism; and
likely enough, at arty monent, to flounder into its
darker and nore evil forms, slithering down the
steep descent that leads from the love of strangeness
to that of eccentricity, and thence to that of
perversity. 1

It is perhaps the rrdarker and nore evil formsrr that the ¡nodern fantasies

of the occult represent. In then we find the love of strangeness for

its own sake, and the absence of any touchstone by which the unknown

may be related to our own experience. Lewis described the way in which

Macdonaldrs novels, though dealing with the strange, yet are related

to something holy and goodi

Ttre woodland journeyings in that story, the ghostly
enemies, the ladies both good and evil, v¡ere close
enough to ny habitual inagery to lure ne on without
the perception of a change. It is as if I were
carried sleeping across the frontier, or as if I had
died in the old country and could never renenber how

lc.s. Lewis, George Macdonald: An Anthology (London: Geoffrey
B1es, 1946), pp. 2O-2L



I cane alive in the new. For in one sense the new
comtry was exactly like the old. I ¡net there all that
had already charmed ¡ne in Malory, Spenser, Morris,
and Yeats. But in another sense all was changed. I
did not yet know (and I was Long in learning) the
nane of the new quality, the bright shadow, that
rested on the traveLs of Anodos. I do now. It was
Holiness. 2

Ttre discovery that so influenced Lewis was the discovery that Holiness,

or the presence of God, nanifests itself through objects and events of

the real world. God is inmanent in His creation, and so any object or

act may show Hin to us. Fantasy, which we might think of as rrunrealrt,

becarne for Lewis the means of expressing the deepest realities, those

realities which cannot be seen and yet which convey to t¡s the rneaning

of 1ife3

Now I saw the bright shadow coming out of the book
into the real world and resting there, transforrning
all co¡nnon things and yet itself unchanged. Or,
more accurately, I saw the comrnon things drawn into
the bright shadow. 3

Lewis described this experience as "baptizing" his inagination. Fron

then on, he sought to express the experience of the f'bright shadowrr of

Joy in his writings. In a later essay, he writes,

I an a rationalist. For me, reason is the
natural organ of truth; but inagination is
the organ of neaning. 4

2C.S. Lewis, Surprised Ð {g¡L (London: Collins Fontana Books,
1955), pp. 144-L45.

1"Ibid., p. L46.

' 4C.S. Lewis, "Bluspels and Flalansferes," Rehabilitations- (London:
Oxford University Press, 1939), p. L57.
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For this reason, I feel that Lewis expresses his theological convictions

nore clearly through his imaginative writings than through his essays

and sermons. His fiction has the christian gospel at its centre, but

it is cast in non-traditional forms by his 'baptized' inagination.

In his preface to Essays presented to charles williams, Lewis

describes ltlillia¡ns as a I'ronantic theologian'rÍ

A ronantic theologian does not mean one who is romantic
about theology but one who is theological about
rom¿ìnce, one who considers the theological implications
of those experiences which are called ronantiã. s

This was Lewisis own approach to fiction. He took many of the conven-

tions of ronantic literature - the quest, high adventure in a courtly

setting, exotic landscapes, battles of good against evil - and nade

the¡n the vehicle for the expression of his theological convictions.

Lewis for¡nd fantasy the nost useful hray to express his concept of

the nature of hu¡nan life. He writes,

Ttre Fantastic or mythical is a Mode available at all
ages for some readers, for others, at none. At all
ages, if it is well used by the author and meets the
right reader, it has the sane por,\rer: to generalize
while remaining concrete, to present in palpable forn
not concepts or even experiences but whole classes of
experience, and to throw off irrelevancies. But at its
best it can do rnore; it can give us experiences we have
never had and thus, instead of rtcommenting on liferr,
can add to it. 6

For Lewis, fantasy rr¡as Inore than nerely an inaginative exercise in des-

cribing strange worlds. Because the inagination was for him the organ of

meaning, fantasy then became a very powerful way of creating for his

readers an experience that would change their lives.

q
"C.S. Lewis, Essgys Presented to Charles

University Press, Ig47), Pieface, p. vi.
Willians (London: 0xford

6C.S. Lewis, I'soneti-mes Fairy Stories May Say Best
Ë World Inc.,

Itlhatrs to be Said,rt
1966), p. 38.of Other ltlorlds (New York: Harcourt, Brace



Chapter Three

Sacranentalisn

In a sermon entitled "Transposition", tewis expresses so¡ne theories

about the correspondence between th¡o systems of connunication, bethreen

music heard and musical notation on paper, for exarple. Symbolism, he

feels, is not an adequate way to describe sone of these correspondences;

for example, the correspondence between a picture and the visible worldî

Pictures are part of the visible world thenselves
and represent it only by being part of it. Their
visibility has the same source as its. It
[the picture] is a sign, but also something nore
than 'a sign: and only a sign because it is also
more than a sign, because in it the thing signified is
really in a certain mode present. If I had to
nane this relation I should call it not symbolical
but sacra¡nental. 1

I feel that thisrfsacramentalr'view is the doninant influence on Lewisrs

writing. It is a view which ü¡as expressed not only in his theology, but

also in his understanding of the way in which good literature works on

the reader.

The sacranental principle, the principle that God acts through

visible objects to communicate Hinself to us, is one of the conierstones

of catholic theology, in its broadest sense. 0n this principle depend

the basic doctrines of the faith. Theology itself depends upon Godts

revelation of Himself. Without His self-disclosure, r{e could not know

ariything about Him. Man is a creature with linited knowledge. Theiefore

God must disclose Hinself. And He nust do this through the nraterial

world, through Nature and through the events of History, as He does in

lC.S. Lewis, 'rTransposition," The $feight of Gl.ory (Grand Rapids:
hln. B. Eerùnans Publishing Co., 1949), pp. 23-24.
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the Old Testanent. However, personality is the best way of revealing

the nature of a personal God. So Godrs final and nost complete revela-

tion of Hi¡nself comes through the Incarnation. In Jesus Christ, God

becane ¡nan and so was able to corn¡nr:nicate His love to man in a way not

possible by any other means. Lewis, in Miracles, describes the Incarnation

as rrthe Grand Miraclerr, from which all other Christian niracles derive.

He expresses the idea of the Incarnation in vivid pictorial ínages in order

to stress its illportancei

The Second Person in God,. the Son, becane hu¡nan
Hinself: was born into the world as an actual nan -
a real nan of a particular height, with hair of a
particular colour, speaking a particular language,
weighing so nany stone. The Eternal Being, who knows
everything and who created the whole universe, became
not only a nan but (before that) a baby, and before
that a foetus inside a Womanrs body. If you want to
get the-hang of it, think how you would like to
becone a slug or crab. 2

Lewis treats the same idea imaginatively in his fiction. In the Chronicles

of Narnia, Lewis pictures God in another rrincatrration", as Aslan the lion,

and conveys the excitement of this revelation to others of the same species.

In The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe, the talking lion reacts with

excitement to Aslants comingl

The most pleased of the lot was the other lion who kept
rtnning about everylvhere pretending to be very busy
but reaLly in order to say to everyone he net, "Did
you hear what he said? Us lions. That neans hi¡n
and me. us lions. ttratffir like about Aslan.
No side, ñõFand-off-ishness. Us lions. That neant,
him and me." (p. 158)

The recognition that God has become one of trus lions'r fills hin with wonder,

as well as some pride at being in the I'image of Godt'. The wonder of the

2a.S. Lewis, Mere Christianity (London: Collins Fontana Books,
1952), p. 151.
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rncarnation, in the birth of Emmanuel (God with us), is conveyed by

these unusual but apt inages.

God was not only incarnate in the person of Jesus, but His con-

tinuing life is incarnate in the Body of Christ, the Churchi

God can show Himself as He really is only to real
¡nen. And that ¡neans not sinpl.y to men who are
individually good, but to nen who are united together
in a body. . Consequently, the one really
adequate equipment fo:r learning about God is the whole
Christian connunity, waiting for Him together. 3

In the Letters (p. 196), Lewis says that the Church, Christts Body, is

"the thing he works throught'. Therefore our battles against evil, as

exemplified in the adventures of the children in Narnia, are supremely

inportant. They are the neans by whictr Godfs activity is effective in the

world. sinilarly, Ranson realizes that salvation or damnation for

Perelandra rests on his decision. God chooses to linit Hinself to hunan

agency, not only in the redemption of the world wrought by His Son Jesus

but in His ongoing activity in the world.

The sacramental principle thus becomes the basis for Lewis rs view

of revelation and incarnation, doctrines which were to hin central in

inportance, as well as for his view of the Church and the irnportance of

the action and witness of individual Christians. This principle, that

signs are more than signs, also becones the basis for the devices which

he uses in his fiction. In the next two chapters, we will consider two

of these, his use of pictures of particular experience frorn which gener-

alities can be drawn, and his use of nyth to convey new experiences to r¡s.

3tewis, Mere ChriStiânity, p. 140.
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Chapter Four

'rlt All Began With a Picturetr

In his book on Ler.sis's fiction, q.g. Lewis: *; $æ of His Faith

grd Thought, Paul Holner develops an" ""ar"" ahat Lewis is presenting,

not a general thesis, but a particular view of individual nan and of the

sort of life which adherence to Christianity denands. He contends that

Lewisrs purpose in writing fiction is to enlarge the experience of the

reader, and his capacity to respond to experience, rather than to con-

vince hin of certain beliefs.

We all feel a need to make sense out of our lives, a need to find

something to which we can corunit ourselves. In his novels, Lewis presents

instances of persons who for:nd something (or soneone) which made sone

sense out of their lives. Lewis believed that literature has the power

to change us. Stories, like sacraments, are not only descriptive but

also effective. So Lewis not only describes a solution to the human

condition, but enlarges our vision of ourselves and convinces us of the

need to respond to this solution. His characters are particular, but

we are able to drav¡ a universal application from their erperience.

C.S. Lewis presents us with exanples of hunan behaviour by his

use of vivid pictures. It was a succession of pictures which led hin to

write the novelsl

Sone people seem to think that I began by asking
myself how I could say something about Christianity
to children; then I fixed on the fairy tale as an
instrument; then collected infornation about child-
psychology and decided r^¡hat age group I td write for;
then drew up a list of basic Christian truths and
hannered out tal1egoriest to enbody then. This is
all pure noonshine. I couldnrt write in that h¡ay at
all. Everything began with inages; a faun carrying an
r:mbrella, a queen on a sledge, â rnagnificent lion. At
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first there wasnrt anything Christian about thern;
that element pushed itseLf in of its own accord. I

rn'trranspositiontt, we have seen how for Lewis, pictures are nore than

signs because in so¡ne sense they nake present the thing signified. For

Lewis, just as objects and actions not only signify meaning but have the

power to effect or bring about what they describe, so the pictures

create for his readers an eiperience that will change their lives. He

uses the tern picture¡_ frequently in talking about his booksÌ

A1l ny seven Narnia books, and ny three science
fiction books, began with seeing pictures in my
head. At first they were not a story, just
pictures. 2

The starting point of the second novel, perelandra,
was my nental picture of the floating islands. The
whole of the rest of ny labours in a sense consisted
of buil.ding up a world in which floating islands
could exist. And then of course the story of an
averted fall developed. s

The pictures are allowed to work their own meaning in the reader!

Let the pictures tell you their own moral. For
the moral inherent in them will rise from whatever
spiritual roots you have succeeded in striking
during the whole course of your life. 4

The use of pictures in the novels enables Lewis to speculate on

nany of the possibilities which the Christian gospel raises. It allows

him to ask "Wtrat if?" What would happen if sin entered a sinless world?

1-Lewis, rrSonetines Fairy Stories .,t' 9Ê Other Worlds, p. 96.

2lewis, "It All Began with a Picturer,,0f Other Worlds, p. 42.

3lewis, 
"Unreal Estatesr,, !¡| Other l,llorlds, p. g7.

4C.S. Lewis, ,,On Three lrlays of Writing for Children,,' 0f
Worlds, p. 33.

0ther
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Would God prevent a Fall into sin in that world? How would God bring
about redemption on another planet? How night God deal with the dehunan-

ízing effects of science, if we posit a r.rorld with a wide range of possi-

bilities for goodness, possibilities both seen in the hunan sphere and

unseen in what uright be called the rnythical sphere? filhat other revels

of reality exist through which God might choose to work? The novers

are creations of the poetic irnagination, and Lewis allows his inagination
to range widely in order to expand our awareness of Godfs action and of
hunan potential. Lewisrs purpose, it see¡ns to ne, is to raise questíons

about the nature of ¡nan and God, so that our personar growth and comnit-

ment will result. rn this, Lewisrs purpose is opposite to that of nuch

Christian literature, whose object is to convince the reader that the
facts are true. Lewisfs method, however, is to raise questions, to open

up new aleas of experience, and to put our previous experience into a

new context.

The contrast of these two ¡nethods may be noted in Lewisrs own

work. The question of the redemption of life on other planets is raised

in his essay, "Religion and RocketTyrr, written in April, 1g5g. In the

essay, Lewis analyzes some of the conditions necessary for Godrs inter-
vention in the life of other worlds and questions our own suitability
as ambassadors to those worlds. But these statenents are just so nuch

philosophical speculation. How nuch nore lively do the issues become

when we see the effect which ltleston and Devine have on the unfallen world

of the hrossa in Out of the Silent !tg4et. None of the theories has the

inaginative punch of ltrestonrs speechesi

It is in the night of Life herself, that I a:n
prepared without flinching to plant the ilag of man
on the soil of Malacandra: to narch on, stép by step,
superseding, where necessary, the lower forni or rirä-
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that we find, claining planet after planet, systen
after system, till our posterity - whatever strange
forn and yet unguessed nentality they have assumed -
dwell in the universe wherever the universe is
habitable. (p. 159)

In these thoroughly odious hurnan beings, hre see a picture of fallen nan

in his greed and self-seekíng. It is a view of ourselves which is far

more compelling than a mere recital of manfs ¡nisdeeds.

Itlhat view of man does Lewis give us in the individual portraits

in his novels?

At one end of the scale, there are such nen as Weston, Devine and

the scientists at N.r.c.E (the National Institute for co-ordinated

Experinents). Devine represents the worldly values of sophistication,

noney and power. His principal interest in financing space travel is the

hope of finding gold to transport back to earth. In the world of N.I.C.E.

in That Hideous Strength, Devine enjoys the back-roorn politics and the

po$rer which this gives him.

Weston, however, is a very different sort of person. A physicist

of some repute, he is the 'rbrains'r of the space expedition. He has

devised the space ship and planned the entire venture. But his interest

in new worlds is not naterial gain, as is Devinefs. His scherne has a

¡nuch more philosophical basis. The voyage to the new planet provides

weston with a new world for nan to conquer. His ain is power, the power

of some nen over other men. He believes that any action is justified if
it extends the life of the human race, and Westonrs assurnption is that

it is nen like hinself who are qualified to make decisions on these

matters. To him, any culture other than that produced by Western scien-

tific man is primitive and therefore lower. Weston represents science

gone wròng, science used not to enrich and ennoble hr.¡uran life, but to
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control and degrade it. Perhaps this devotion to the technology of the

western worrd is the significance of his name ttwestonrr. rt is also

significant, however, that in Christian symbolisrn, the Írest is the direc-

tion of darkness.

In Perelandra, Lewis nakes a distinction between intellect and will
to describe Ïllestoni

The forces which had begun, perhaps years ago, to eat
away his humanity had now completed their work. The
intoxicated will which had been slowly poisoning the
intelligence and the affections had now at last
poisoned itself and the whol.e psychic organism had
fallen to pieces. (lerelandra, p. llg)

The will, for Lewis, is the centre of the being. It co¡nnands the intel-
ligence and the affections. ltrhen Weston's will is controlled by denonic

powers, it becomes clear that his intellect is nerely a tool:

[The Un-nan] showed plenty of subtlety and intelligence
when talking to the Lady; but Ranson soon perceived thatit regarded i-ntelligence sirnply and solely as a $reapon,
which it had no nore wish to employ on its off-dut¡
hours than a soldier has to do bayonet practice when he
is on leave. Thought was for it a device necessary for
certain ends, but thought in itself did not interest it.

(P"""l.nd"e, p. lL7)

lVill, for Lewis, seens to be joined with imagination as the o"g"r, oy'

meaning. As inagination gives neaning to the nindts creation of liter-
ature, so perhaps the will gives neaning to the actions of daily 1ife.

In discussing George Macdonald, Lewis relates the will to obedience, a

quality of life that was suprenely inportant to hin. ItHe addresses the

will: the demand for obedience . . . is incessant.f,s without a will
committed to good, reason can lead us into the nisuse of science and

technology, as it so leads the scientists of N.I.C.E. That Institute is
ostensibly an atteqpt to apply science to hu¡nan problens. rn rearity,

q-C.S. Lewis, George Macdonald: Anthology, p. 18.
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its aim is to "take over the hu¡ran race and recondition it; make nan a

really efficient animal.rr (That Hideous strength, p. zs) scientific
knowledge has enabled the nen of N.I.C.E. to keep a human head in such a

state of preservation that it seems to speak to the¡n. To Frost, the head

is the conductor of the activity of rtnacrobestr, organisns of higher intel-
ligence. Through the head?s direction, all but the most intelLigent of

men are to be eliminated. Mark, a young scholar who has become enbroiled

in the world of N.I.C.E., reaLizes wùth'horror where his weakness has led

him, to rrthe true inner circle of all, the circle whose centtre was out-

side the hunan race." (Th"t Hideous strengttr, p. 157) In Ransonrs nore

theological analysisi

There uras now at last a real chance for fallen Man
to shake off that limitation of his povrers which
¡nercy had inposed upon hin as a protection fron the
results of his fal1. If this succeeded, hell would
at last be incarnate. (p. 121)

The conflict between intellect and will is seen clearly in the

experience of Lewists good characters. Ransom is a schoLar, a philologist
and Canbridge don. Yet, when he must fight l4leston to prevent the fal1 of
Perelandra, he comes to realize that redenption will not be achieved

through intellectual argurnent, but through an act of will in which he

chooses to accept the task God sets hin, even if the task includes that
physical violence fron which he shrinks. For all Lewisrs trheroesn,

choice, the activity of the will, is the suprenely inportant aspect of

their discipleshipi

Thus, and not otherwise, the worLd was made. Either
something or nothing must depend on individual
choices. And if something, who could set bounds to
it? (Perelandra, p. l30)

He had long known that great issues hung on his choice;
but as he now realised the true width of the frightful
freedon that was being put into his hands : a width to
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which all ¡nerely spatial infinity seemed narrow - hefelt like a ¡nan brought out under naked heaven, on the
edge of a precipice, into the teeth of a r.¡ind that
came howling from the Pole. (peréland"a, p. 156)

Mark and Jane Studdock, central figures in That Hideous Strength, fall
into error through failure of the will. Mark is eager to succeed in

the academic life, eager to be part of the ilinner ring":

You would never have guessed fron the tone of studdockls
reply what intense pleasure he derived fron Curryrs
use of the pronoun ttüreil. So very recently he had been
an outsider, watching the proceedings of what he then
called rrCurry and his gang" with awe and little under-
standing. Nor¿ he was inside, and ilthe gangrt t{as ffvreil
or I'the progressive element in the College". It had
happened quite suddenly and was still sweet in the nouth.

(p. 10)

There isrra good deal of the spanieilf about Mark (p. lgo). He is an

rreasy mark'r for unscrupulous men. But Mark has involved himself in evil
by his own choice. When he reflects on his life, he sees that I'it was he

hirnself who had chosen the dust and broken bottles, the heap of old tin
cans, the dry and choking places.rr (p. l4g)

Jane also must choose. She cannot be conpelled to ally herself

with the forces of good, but ¡nust co¡nmit herself. This is difficult for

her. Ransom asks Jane to connit herself to Maleldil, to God:

rrsirt', said Jane, 'rI know nothing of Maleldil. But
I place nyself in obedience to you.ttr?It is enough for the present,il said the Director.ttÏhis is the courtesy of Deep Heaven; that when you
mean well, He always takes you to have meant better
than you know. It will not be enough for always.
He will have you for no one but Hinself in the end."

(p. 138)

Even a partial comnitment to good is a beginning. The way of God is a

way of obedience. That is, it is an active following and an active com-

mitment. Ransom tells Jane that she has lost love because she never

attempted obedience (p. 87). Love is not a passive state, but denands a
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Positive act of encountelring another. Jane discovers that religion is an

encounter with a Person (p. 196). This encounter places a denand on her,

a denand of her obedience. rrlt v¡as the origin of all demands and con-

tained then." (p. 196) It alters Janers view of herself; love is not

just a matter of how she feels but of who she isl
The name me was the name of a being that did not yet fully
exist butThich was denanded.. It was a person ¡nbt ttre
person she had thought) yet also a thing - a nade thing,
made to please Another and in Hin to please all others -
a tåing being nade at this very nonent, without its
choice, in a shape it had never dreaned of. (p. IgZ)

Ransornts duty is to bear pain to the end. Janers duty is to be obedient

to the denands of her marriage and to fashion her life in response to

that obedience. Already the failure of her obedience has altered the

direction of 1ife. Merlin says, rrft was the purpose of God that she and

her lord should between then have begotten a child by whom the enenies

should have been put out of Logres for a thousand years.'r (p. l7O) This

hour is passed and this pronise will not be fulfilled. Just as in

Perelandra, when one is not obedient, the opportunity is lost and so¡ne

other act of rederrption is de¡nanded.

As we have seen, Lewis believed that God acts through the connunity

ofbelievers. such a connunity is pictured at st. Annets in the novel

That Hideous Strength. The St. Anners conmrunity keeps alive the ideal

Britain in a dehumanized society and forms an apt contrast to the

scientists at N.I.C.E. At St. Annets, all are committed to work for the

good of the comnunity. The scientistsr rrcommunitytt is artificially
created, sustained not by commitment to connon goals but by the secret

police. It is fragmented and'rwitherst', âs the na¡re of its director sug-

gests.

The sort of commtrnity formd at St. Annets appears only once, iî
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must be said, in Lewisrs novels. His characters tend to be isolated from

family and friends. Few are rnarried; none have children. The parents

of the Pevensie children, in the Narnia series, are shadowy figures. For

the môst part, we see pictures of individual Christians on their indivi-

dual pilgrinages.

The Chronicles of Narnia also look at the question of the nature of

man. We are presented with sone very real children, of whom obedience

and discipleship are denanded. The children are called out of our world

to be the agents of Godrs activity in Narnia. Aslan seeks the¡n out, calls

his followers before they are even alrare of hir¡. rrrrYou would not have

called to ne unless I had been caLling to you,t said the Lion." (The

Silver Chair, p. 28) Jesus, in John 15:16, says much the sane thing.

Aslan ca1ls not only his own followers but receives all that is

good. The yor:ng Calormene soldier (his narne, Emeth, is Hebrew for stead-

fastness and truth) has sought the god Tash all his life. He is told by

Aslan, t'Chi1d, all the service thou hast done to Tash, I account as

service done to me.rt (The Last Battle, p. 149) This is not a watering-

down of the necessity for commitnent to Aslan, but it is a recognition

of the depth of the Calor:neners conunitnent to the good. In Narnia, as in

our own world, people are not totally bad or good. There is both good-

ness and badness in then, and these qualities develop towards fulfilnent

depending oh the choices that they nake.

The chief thing that Aslan demands of nan is obedience to his

directions. He gives Jill specific instîuctions for work that he has

called her to do. As in the Biblical story of the Transfiguration of

Jesus on the mountain top (Mark 9), the mountain is a place of clearer

sight'.



Here on the ¡nountain I have spoken to you clearly:
ï will not often do so down in Narnia. Here on the
nountain the air is clear and your nind is clear; as
you drop down into Narnia, the air r,¡ill thicken.
Take great care that it does not confuse your nind.

(Thè Silver Cháir, p. 30)

The rest of the book is the story of the failure and success in carrying

out these instructions. The children are free to obey or to disobey,

and nany ti¡nes they do disobey in spite of having seen Aslan face to face.

Through the chiLdren, Lewis presents the whole problem of human sin. The

children are believable. In them, we see all the selfishness, greed and

bad ternper in man as well as all the courage and joy. The children grow

in their kingship and yet do not always follow Aslan perfectly. In

Prince caspian, on their second trip to Narnia, only Lucy can see Aslan

and nust persuade the others to follow hin even when they cannot experience

hin directly. So nuch of the Christian experience consists in hanging on

to an earlier apprehension of God and being faithful to that when a

present experience of Him is not given. The nost triumphant affirmation

of faith in Aslan, even when no affir¡ning experience of him is given, is

made by PuddlegLun the narshwiggle in The Silver Chair¿.

Suppose we have only dreamed, or nade up, all those
things - trees and grass and sun and moon and stars
and Aslan himself. Suppose we have. Then all I can
say is that, in that case, the nade-up things seen a
good deal more inportant than the real ones. Suppose
this black pit of a kingdom of yours is the only
world. Well, it strikes ne as a pretîy poor one.

. Four babies playing a game can make a play-world
which licks your real wortrd hollow. Thatts why lf¡n on
Aslanrs side even if there isnrt any Aslan to lead it.
Ifn going to Live as like a Narnian as'I can even if
there isnit any Narnia. (pp. 156-157)

Sone grow hleary and finally lose what experience of God they had.

In The Last Battle, Susan alone of the children is not there to enter

Aslanrs kingdon. Much earlier, in Prince caspian, it took susan the
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longest to see Aslan. she ad¡rits to Lucy, tr Teally believed it was

him tonight, when you woke us up. r mean, deep down inside. 0r r could

have, if ltd let rnyself.'' (p. Lsz) rt is not the circunstances of

Susanfs life that have been different for her than for the others. It
is her own choice to follow other directions. In The Horse and His Boy,

she is described as f'more like an ordinary grownup 1ady" (p. 154) and,

in Ttre Last Battre, her desire to be grown up is described in this way.

tfHer whole idea is to race on to the silliest tirne of onets life as quick

as she can and then stop there as long as she can." (p. r24) wórdsworth,

in his 'tlntinations of l¡runortalityt'Ode, describes such a person playing

a series of roles thloughout his life I'As if his whole vocation / Were

endless initation.'r (lines 1O7-1OS) Susan has becorne ,,conformedrf to

the world rather than beingtttransformedtrin obedience to Aslanrs com-

mands (Rornans L2z2)

Not all who disobey Aslan drift away into nere rrgrownupness'r as

Susan does. Aslan corrects nan in nany ways. Edrnund follows the Mrite

I^litch out of greed and spite, and is nade to experience the contrast

between her cruelty and the self-sacrificing love of Aslan. I¡Ie have it
in our power to choose betu¡een Heaven and Hell, and we become what we

choose. Eustace, because of his dragonish greed, becones a dragon him-

self and must be changed by Aslan. Aslan strips off his old layers of

skin, with all the pain that this transformation brings, until Eustace

is renewed, dressed in the new clothes which Aslan has given hin. Just

to keep things in perspective, Lewis adds,

It would be nice, and fairly nearly true, to say
that rrfrom that time forth Eustace was a different
boytt. To be strictly accurate, he began to be a
different boy. He had relapses. There were still
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n¿ury days when he could be verF tiresome. But
most of those I shall not notice. The cure had
begun. (The Voyåeé of the Dàwn Tréader, p. 99)

What are we to nake of the person of Ransom, who appears in the

trilogy? Does he give a picture of hunan behaviour that we can relate

to our own lives? He begins in an ordinary enough fashion. He is des-

cribed as a pious ¡nan and, while his piety does not consist in particular

religious observances, it does consist in a reverence for all life and

in an openness to truth. His reaction to his adventures on Malacandra

is believable, but the necessity for his redenptive act on Perelandra,

begins to weaken him as a model for our own Life. The adventures that

he undergoes and the kind of action that is required of him are beyond

any kind of Christian witness that night be required of any of us. One

criticism that has been sometimes made of Lewis is that he nakes the

Christian life a good deal more exciting than our own e:içerience. His

co¡nmon netaphor is one of battle. The children, for exanple, ride out

clad in Aslanfs arnour to do cornbat against the forces of evil. For

nost of us, hoürever, life is lived in Audenrs "ti¡ne being". Having experi-

enced some conversion or rrturrring aror:ndt' in our lives, having glinpsed

some ne$, dimension of realityr rrrê are nevertheless left to endure the

nost mundane conditions of our existence. Audenrs phrase describes our

present life".

The happy morning is over,
The night of agony still to cone; the time is noon:
When the Spirit must practise his scales of rejoicing
Without even a hostile audience. 6

tewis hinself seens to realize this problern with Ransom, for Ranson in

6w.g. Auden, 'rFor the Time Beingr"
Faber and Faber, 1968), p. 196.

Collected Longer Poens (London:
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the third novel becomes rnore and nore a syrnbolic figure, a christ-
figure or the Fisher-King, and less and less a real person. His sort

of action is not attainable by us and indeed, bts the third book, Ransom

is more in cormunication with the heavenly host than he is with the

ordinary person. Northrop Frye, in talking about the mode of romance,

writes,

The nearer ro¡nance is to nyth, the nore attributes
of divinity will cling to the hero and the more the
eneny will take on denonic nythical qualities. 7

Certainly Weston takes on denonic m¡rthical qualities in pèrelandra when

he becomes ftthe Un-¡nantr, and Ransom in That Hideous Strength becomes nore

god-like, so that he does not age and finally leaves the world without

tmdergoing death. There are ¡nany Scriptural references in the trilogy,
especially in PereLandra, identifying Ransorn with the person of Jesus

Christ. But the effect of such identification is not to link Ransom

with hr-uran problerns but rather to remove hirn fron them. Elsewhere Lewis

writes,

Every good writer knows that the nore unusual the scenes
and events of his story are, the slighter, the ¡nore
ordinary, the more typical his persons should be. Hence
Gulliver is a comnonplace little man and Alice a
corunonplace little girl. If they had been ¡nore
renarkable they would have wrecked their books. The
Ancient Mariner hinself is a very ordinary nan. To
tell how odd things struck odd people is to have an
oddity too nuch: he who is to see strange sights nust
not hi¡nself be strange. He ought to be as neãrly as
possible Everlanan or Anyman. I

Ransom becones unusual hinself, and the more ordinary

Jane and Mark beco¡ne the central figures in the 1ast

characters of

story.

TNorthrop Frye, Anâtony
sity Press, 1957), p. 187.-

8c.s. Lewis,,,0n Science

of Criticis¡n (Princeton: Princeton Univer-

Fiction," ôr òtnet ltlorld;, pp. 64-65.
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We have examined several "picturestr of nan in the novels, pictures

which show us both ¡nants sinfulness and his goodness. Lewisfs view of

the nature of nan tended to be a pessirnistic one so perhaps the pictures

of hunan sinfulness tend to predoninate. In naking this presentation

of exanples of human behaviour, I believe that Lewis wishes to convince

us of the necessity for conunitment to God and obedience to Him. trJhat

pictures of God, then, does he show us?

The primary enphasis in the Chronicl.es of Narnia is on Aslan the

lion, who represents the person of Jesus Christ. True to the inductive

method whidt Lewis employed in his fiction, he does not advance a whole

lot of theories about the nature of God. But he does present us with a

picture of God-like behaviour. The result is to emphasize the primacy

of the,personal relationship between God and man.

Although appearing on probably less than a third of the pages of

the chronicles of Narnia, Aslanrs presence dominates the books. The

world of Narnia is his world. Mren he is fully present there, harmony

and order prevail. When he absents hinself or when nen forget him, dis-

order breaks through. Aslan combines gentleness and goodness with

righteous anger and strength. IlIe are told, rtrcourse he isnft safe. But

hets good.frr (IþLion, The Witch and the Wardrobe, p. ZS) He can roar

in anger or, by the sweetness of his voice, can bring the world into

being or call the stars hone.

There are enough Biblical echoes in the Chronicles of Narnia to

convince us that Aslan represents the Christ. When Jill meets the lion

in The silver chair, the lion says, I'rf you are thirsty, come and drink."

(p. 26) Jill is reluctant to pass hin, but there is no other way to reach

the water. ltihen Jil1 does go to drink ("the worst thing she ever had to
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do") the water is cold and refreshing and thirst'quenching. The echoes

of Jesust conversation with the Sanaritan woman in John 4 are clear.

The womanrs confrontation with Jesus r4r¿rs a difficult one for her, and

yet she accepted Jesus rs promise that rrwhosoever drinketh of the water

that I shall give hin shall never thirst.'r (John 4zL4) In The Voyage of

the Dawn Treader, the children share with a La¡¡b a breakfast of fish

roasted on an open fire, and the La¡nb beco¡nes Aslan as they talk with hin.

This parallels the post-resurrection appearance of Jesus in John 21,

where the disciples share a si¡nilar rneal with Jesus, a meal of roasted

fish and bread.

Aslan is fu1ly divine. He is the agent of creation and of redemp-

tion. He rises from the dead, victorious over evil. His breath gives

power to men and releases then fron their bondage. Both the Greek and

Hebrew words for "spirit'r in the Bible have this connotation of "breathil

or "blowingr'. Aslan can appear and disappear at will; he is visible to

some and not to others. Sonetimes his revealed body appears larger than

at other tines. In Prince Caspian, he tells Lucy, "Every year you grow,

you will find ¡ne bigger." (p. L24)

Yet at the same tine, Aslan is ful1y a 1ion. His appearance, his

habits are those of a Lion. Bree the horse, in The Horse and His Boy,

doubts that Aslan is a real lion. The lion-like terns used to describe

him nust be nerely ¡netaphors for his strength. ItIf he was a lion, hetd

have to be a beast just like the rest of us.rf (p. 168) Aslan reproaches

Bree,

ttNow, Breertt he said, ttyou poor, proud, frightened
Horse, draw near. Nearer still, ny son. Do not dare
to dare. Touch ne. Snell ¡ne. Here are ny paws, here
is my tail, these are ¡ny whiskers. I an a true Beast.rr

(p. 16e)
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Just as Jesus shows his wounded body to firomas (John 20:24-29), so Aslan

shows Bree that he is truly a lion. Just as the Incarnation is fr:ndarnen-

tal to Christian belief, since it nakes possible a real contact between

God and nan, so the incarnation of God as Aslan the lion makes possible

the entrance of God into the r¿orld of Narnia. Aslan nakes the other

creatures part of his life by sharing life with them.

By contrast, relatively little is said about Maleldil in the space

trilogy. In these books the prinary concern is with our human response

to Godts denands. In the world of the heavens, there are different kinds

of beings, both ¡naterial and spiritual. ftnong the spiritual beings,

eldils are creatures of light and messengers of God, like the angels

of the Christian tradition (Greek I'angelostt = messenger). The descrip-

tion of the host of eldils rrrank behind rank about hin, and rank above

rank over his head" (0u!. of the Silent Planet, p. 737) reflects the

Biblical idea of being I'compassed about with a great cloud of witnesses"

(Hebrews L2zL) and echoes the early Christian hymn, I'Rank on rank the

host of heaven spreads its vanguard on the way." (229, The Hymn Book

of the Anglican Church of Canada) The Oyarsa rules Malacandra but is

not the creator. The worlds were made by Maleldil9 the Young, who lives

v¡ith the 01d One. So Lewis would seen to use a Trinitarian for¡nula to

describe the God of the universe, the Oyarsa as the Spirit active in

the world, Maleldil as the Son, the agent of creation, and the 01d One

9Th" *" of rrelrr, one of the Hebrew n¿Lmes for God as part of the
nane seems to be significant, but I an puzzled by the use of the prefix
rrnalrt, norrnally a prefix indicative of evil, in the words "Malacandra't,
a sinless world, andrtMaleldilt', God the Son. Green, in his biography
of Lewis, conjectures that the words derive from rrnalo", "I would rather
ber', but I feel that this is a derivation not likely to occur to the
average reader. Perhaps this is an example of the way in which Lewis
uses sudden reverses of the normal and the expected in order to force
us to re-exanine faniliar ideas.
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as God the Father. Maleldil is described as a spirit ,,without body,

parts or passionsr' (p. 78), a direct quotation fron Article I of the

Thirty-Nine Articles, r'Of Faith in the Holy Trinity" (p. 699, Book of

com¡non Prayer) . Beyond these things, little is said about God in the

space trilogy, for the prirnary aiur of these books is to present pictures

of human lesPonse to Godts de¡lands in order to stinulate the response of

the reader.

Hence we have in the fiction tlro sets of pictures, the one co¡n-

plementing rather than repeating the other. The space trilogy presents

us with a series of pictures of human behaviour, contrasting manrs

sinful greed and cruelty with nanrs capacity for connitnent and self-
sacrifice. Relatively little about God is presented to us. 0n the other

hand, the ch¡onicles of Narnia present us with a vivid picture of how

God night act in relationship with His creatures. Although Asla¡ is

not always active in the stories, his presence dominates the novels,

and it is our experience of hís love and strength that we re¡nember after

we have finished reading the books. llltrile the children are believable

characters, and have active roles to play in determining the outcome of

the plot, it is Aslan whon we remember. Perhaps then the two kinds of

fiction form a useful balance in presenting to us pictures of the

conplexity of Christian experience, in the hope of attracting us to commit

ourselves to God.
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Chapter Five

Myth and Myths

In a journalistic debate with No::nan Pittenger, Lewis described

himself as a I'translatortt, turning Christian doctrine into the language

of ordinary people. while this is true of his non-fiction works, it
is not entirely true of his fiction. The Language of Lewists fiction
has a richness and colour which are not representative of ordinary,

everyday language. This richness of expression is due in large part to
Lewisrs use of myth as a vehicle for expressing the profor:ndest truths.

In introducing the writings of George Macdonald, Lewis wiites that

myth-naking

goes beyond the expression of things we have already
fe1t. It arouses in us sensations we have nevel
had before, never anticipated having, as though we
had broken out of our norrnal mode of consciousness
and I'possessed joys not promised to our birthr'. It
gets r:rtder our skins, hits us at a level deeper than
our thoughts or even our passions, troubles oldest
certainties till all questions are re-opened, and
in general shocks us ¡nore fu1ly awake than vre are for
most of our lives. 1

In order to I'arouse in us sensations we have never had before;,, Lewis

creates his own myths: Narnia, the worlds of Perelandra and Malacandra.

These worlds are nerù, unfamiliar, and $¡e are enabled to approach them

rmhanpered by previous associations. Lewis, with his facility for vivid

description, makes then live. rn studies in words, Lewis says that

poetry comnwricates enotions, not directly, but 'rby creating inragina-

tively the gror.rnds for those emotions.,,2 He creates the grounds

t-Lewis, George Macdonald, pp. I6-L7.

2c. s. Ler+is , Studies
Press, 196O), p. 3L-

in Words (Canbridge: Canbridge University
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for us to experience with a new freshness the doctrines of Christianity.

Lewists view of nyth is a sacranental one. A sacrament "effects what

it signifies'r, that is, it does not merely describe but it works to

bring about what it describes. The Eucharist does not sinply recormt a

past event, Jesust dying to redeen nan, but it caLls it into the present

with all the power and force of the original event. so a rnyth not only

describes experience but actually enables us to live the experience as

we read it.

Lewis goes further, to explain that myths permit us to experience

that which is beyond our ordinary apprehension, that which can be experi-

enced in no other way. In an essay, 'Myth Becomes Factrr, Lewis says,

In the enjoyment of a great nyth, hre come nearest
to experiencing as a concrete what can othen¡¡ise
be understood only as an abstraction. 3

He goes on to say that to look for the abstract meaning only is to read

the work as allegory. To read it as a myth is not to seek for the nean-

ing, but to erperience the rneaning, to live it. 'rIt is only while

receiving the myth as a stoîy that you erperience the principle con-
Lcretely.fil Elsewhere tewis says that poetic language conveys to us 'rthe

quality of experiences which we have not had, or perhaps can never have."5

Such language uses rrfactors within our expelience so that they becone

pointers to something outside our experience.,,6 Ttre reality of the nyth

z
'C.S. Lewis, rrMyth Becomes Factrrr God in the

Iriillia¡r B. Eerùnans, 1970), p. 66.

L'Ibid., p. 66.

Dock (Grand Rapids:

5C.S. Lewis, rrThe Language of Religion'j';'
(London: Geoffrey B1es, L967), p. 133.

6r¡i¿., p. Lss.

Christian Reflections
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is conveyed as we experience it.

Sone of Lewisrs imaginative wr:,t:,ng he did calL allegory, for

exanple, the Screwtape stories and Thé Pilgiinrs Regress. He hinself

was careful to dístinguish allegory fron nyth. He defines allegory in

these termsl

By an allegory I mean a composition . in wh.
innaterial realities are represented by feigned
physical objects; e.g. a pictured Cupid allegorical.ly
represents erotic love (which in reality is an
experience, not an object occupying a given area of
space) 7

Lewis goes on in this letter to distinguish this kind of representation

from the exanple of Aslan, in the Chronicles of Narnia. He describes

his use of characters such as Aslan and Ranson as rrsupposalstt. What

would happen if God were to becone incarnate in another world? His

inaginary worlds provide a situation in which such an exploration can

take place. In another letter, Lewis contrasts allegory and mythl

Into an allegory a man can put only what he already
knows; in a nyth he puts what he does not yet know
and cd. not come by in any other way. 8

Myth not only describes but creates experience.

For Lewis, Christianity is the great nythi

The story of Christ is sirnply a true myth: a nyth
working in us in the same way as the others, but
hrith this tre¡nendous difference that it really
happened. 9

7'Lewis, Letters, p. 283.

'roru., * zrL.

o"Roger Lancelyn Gteen, C.S. Lêwis: A Biogrâphlr (London: Collins,
L974), p. 118.
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Christianity expresses in a concrete waF, in the actual events of history,

certain abstract ideas about the nature of God and man. When we theolo-

gize about these events, the doctrines that we develop are often less

effective than the concrete events:

They are translated into our concepts and ideas
of that which God has already expressed in a
language nore adequate, nanely the actual
incarnation, crucifixion and resurrection. 10

Lewis describes Godrs revelation of Hinself to man as moving fron Myth,

in the 01d Testament, into Fact, in the events of the life and death of

Jesus. But

the Myth remains Myth even when it becones Fact.
The story of Christ demands from us, not onLy a
religious and historical but also an imaginative
response. 11

Lewis tries to duplicate this principle in his fiction. He takes

the facts of incarnation and redemption, and clothes then in a new nyth

in order that we may experience the power of these events in a new way

and nake our ohrn inaginative response to then, unhantrlered by the abstrac-

tions to which the familiarity of older nyths contributes.

In the Chronicles of Narnia, Lewis creates an inaginative world

into which he inserts ideas of creation, sin, redenption. In a letter,

Lewis said,

[Aslan] is an invention giving an irnaginary
answer to the question, rrWhat night Christ become
like, if there really were a world like Narnia and
He chose to be incarnate and die and rise again
in that world as He actually has done in ours?rt 12

lotbid., p. 118.

11C.s. Lewis, Miracles (London: Collins Fontana Books , Lg47,
p. 138 n.

12C.S. Lewis, Letters (New York: Harcourt, Brace Ç ltlorld, Inc.,
1966), 29 Decenber 1958, p. 283.
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The emphasis in these stories is on the person of christ, and on the

personal response wtrícfr man makes to Hin. Therefore, while sone atten-

tion is given to describing first the creation of Narnia and finally its
dissolution or absorption into the true Narnia after death, the stories

focus on the activities of Aslan and the response of the children to his

com¡nands. Just as the d.eath of Jesus occurred. once, so the death and

resumeetion'of Aslan is experienced only once in the chronicles, in

The Lion, The lVitch ând the Wâfdrobe. The primacy of this book indi-

cates for Lewis the centrality of the act of redenption. rt is the

first book of the series although The lrlagiciants Neph,ew is prior in
tine. The action of the other books derives from this. The historical

aspect of Christianity is of supreme importance to Lewis. That is, we

are living after the rncarnation. Jesus has cone and, by his death and

resurrection, has achieved redemption for man. Therefore the world has

changed; it can never be the same again. So by Aslants dying to atone

for Ednundfs treachery, the worrd of Narnia has changed, and the other

books are all to be read in this light. Just as the 01d Testanent takes

on a new dinension when it is seen in the light of the New, so even The

Magiciants Nephew, theitold restamenttrof the chronicles, is to be read

in the light of the first book. Many of its events, for exanple, the

furious ride of Queen Jadis, have an 01d Testament ring about theur.

The space fiction novels present the same doctrines, but with a

different emphasis and with different devices. Once again, imaginary

worlds are created, and this tine Lewis works out the details of a

language and gramnar as well as a conplex social system. Just as in
l

Narnia, some of these worlds are worlds outside time, where the contin-

gencies of our present world no longer apply. The same question is raised,
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rrHow would God reveal Hfunself in a world totally different from our

own?'r In 194O, about the same time as he was writing the trilogy, Lewis

wrote a d.escription of unfallen man and of the fall in The Problen of

Pain (chapter V, p. 65 ff.). He described what he was;at* * t
r"mythr in the Socratic sense, a not turlikely talettand adds as a foot-

note, rrl.e., an account of what ¡iray hâvè béen the historical fact.,,l3

He set hinself the same task in Out of the Silent Planet and in Perelandra,

to describe r¡nfallen man. The use of the devices of fiction enables hin

to portray this state much nore vividly and in a way that calls forth from

the reader some imaginative response. In the Preface to Paradise Lost,

Lewis writes,

The task of the Christian poet presenting the
unfallen first of men is not that of recovering
the freshness and simplicity of mere nature, but
of drawing soneone who, in his solitude and
nakedness, sha11 really be what Solonon and
Charlemagne and Haroun-al-Raschid and Louis XIV
lamely and unsuccessfully strove to imitate. 14

Unfallen nnan is king over the earth, and hu¡nan kingship is a reflection

of this. In his own novels, Lewis does not entirely succeed at the task.

There are no unfallen beings in Narnia. The talking animals and other

creatures live in harmony until the coning of man and, with his action,

the coning of sin into Narnia. After this, they go into hiding until
Aslan leads then into the true Narnia at the end of the Chronicles. But

they could hardly be classed as unfallen beings in any significant sense.

The "hrossatr of Out of the Silent Planet are furry, seal-like creatures.

13c. s.
1940), p. 64.

1L-'c.s.
Press, 1942,

Lewis, The Problen of Pain (London: Collins Fontana Books,

Lewis, A
p. lL .

Preface to Paradise Lost (London: Oxtor¿ University
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The Oyarsa does not pennit them to sin; no temptation will be success-

ful in Perelandra. Although portrayed as rational creatures, they are

rnore animal than human and can provide no example of living for us. The

King and the Green Lady of Perelandra are more recognizable, although

Ransom is aware that their ancestry and heritage is totally different

from his own. The rrfreshness and sirnplicity of ¡nere nature" that Lewis

describes in them seens often, as we have seen, to be more an inmaturity

or inconpleteness, as they are t'made olderil by their new experiences. On

the other hand, their status as kingly persons, rulers of the new age

of Perelandra, has ritual and mystical overtones which tend to weaken

then as examples for us. Since we are fallen, in Christian understanding

of our nature, our interest in them can only be one of conjecture -
rrwhat might unfallen ¡nan be like?" There is not even a satiric perspec-

tive which would link them with our human condition. Swift,r|åbuytr¡íHs,

^although t{orse-like in appearance, have what we night call tthunan"

responses and these responses then serve as a critique of our own

customs. Lewis, however, is careful to point out that there is no point

of Likeness between ourselves and the King and Green Lady.

The Christian doctrine which receives the fullest treatnent in the

space trilogy is that of atonement. The introduction of sin into an

unfallen world denands sone action to restore u¡holeness. Lewis rs treat-

¡nent of the atonenent seems to me to be an expansion of the Biblical

statenent, 'fFor since by man came death, b)¡ ¡nan came also the resurrec-

tion of the dead." (I Corinthians 15:21) In the Chronicles of Narnia,

sin enters Narnia through Digoryts bringing of the witch and through

Ed¡nundrs treachery. In these books, however, although the children have

nissions to perform, rederyption comes prinarily through the actions of
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Aslan in his self-sacrifice at the table of the rock. rn the space

trilogy, redemption cones primarily through hunan agency. In Out of the

Silent Planet, the Oyarsa does not allorìr sin to renain in Malacandra. He

sends l{eston and Devine back to earth. Ranson assists him but his prinary

role in the book is one of preparation for his major work in the next

volume. In Perelandra, the primary work of redernption is done by Ranson.

It is uP to him to kill the Un-nan and end the terptation. Yet the Voice

tells hin¡ that He too is called Ranso¡n. Elwin Ransorn is carrying out

the work of redemption on behalf of another. In That Hideous Strengçh,

the battle with sin is done by the co¡nnunity of cormnitted Christians at

st. Annefs, led by Ransom. It is up to humans to battle against human

evi1, although there are sufficient trother worldlyil ele¡nents involved

to give a cosmic dimension to the struggle.

ülfrile the Narnia books are dominated by the figure of Aslan, and

hence Present quite a detailed examination of the nature of God, the

space fiction deals very little with this topic. The books deal far

nore with Christian witness and nission, the role which man nust play

in working out his salvation.

At the s¿rme tine, the fiction all has as its background the doctrine

of the Incarnation. Aslan beco¡nes one of "us lions" and, by his entry

into Narnia, is able to bring life there. The space fiction all takes

place in the world of the Incarnation. God has already beco¡r¡e man on

Tellus and nothing in deep space can be unaffected by this. Reality

never repeats itself and so redernption can never happen in the same way

again. Aslanrs act of redernption stands for that redemption wrought by

Jesus Christ, just as his presence in Narnia stands for the incarnation.

In the space fiction, however, there is no such simple identification.
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The role of Jesus is a prior one and is not being re-enacted by Ranson.

Instead, the books inagine how redemption night occur in other worlds.

The answer which Lewis gives is one which denands a great deal of nan.

Ransom and Jane discover that it is a way of obedience and cornrnitnent,

even when the conseguences of such action are not clearly shown.

Itlhile the christian nryth is primary for Lewis, he does nake use

of other nyths. He creates his own nythological systen in Narnia, and

his own conception of other worlds in space. In the last book of the

trilogy, That Hideous strength, Lewis makes his most extensive use of

other myths. sone of these are Biblicai., for example, the inage of the

Tower of Babel where men strove to reach heaven and their language was

conformded. This inage is suggested by the epigraph that gives the book

its title - ffrhe shadow of that hyddeous strength/ sax myle and more

it is of length'r, taken fron the poen Ane Dialog describing the Tower

of Babel. Like the builders who aspired to reach Heaven, the builders

at Belbury tTy to becone gods and find that their language is confounded.

Interestingly, the first word to be confused is rrcalvaryrr, substituted

for I'cavalrytt. No one can understand the words of the others. panic

sets in; peopLe begin stanpeding for the exit and battling among then-

selves. Death follows, through the guns of human beings and through the

revenge of the animal world.

other myths in this novel cone fro¡n very different sources. one

of these is the Fisher-King myth. Ranso¡n is known as Mr. Fisher-King

and assu¡nes alnost a se¡ni-divine character. He exists at st. nrrft,

arnost in a symbolic capacity, on the earth but no longer conpletely of

it. Jessie Weston outlines the details of the Fisher-King myth in her

book From Ritual to Romance. The central figure of these nyths is a
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wounded nan upon whom the recovery of the health of the land depends.

rn the Grail legend, he ís the king, wounded in the thigh, and destruc-

tion falls upon the land until his healing brings recovery. He is

a being semi-divine, seni-hunan, standing between
his people and land, and the unseen forces which
control their destiny. 15

Ranson is wounded in the heel after his struggle with the un-nan. His

wound symbolizes his fallen state; the serpent has bruised his heel as

was promised to Adan (Genesis 3:15). Yet he seems alnost d.ivine, golden-
haired and ageless, cornrnunicating with the powers that govern the heavens,

and sonewhat withdrawn from direct participation in the affairs of the

wor1d.

The nyth which receives the fullest treatment in That Hideous

Strength is the legend of Arthur. Just as the locale shifts from deep

space to the confines of our own planet when the battle to rescue

earth begins, so the mythological ernphasis shifts fron the cosmic to

sonething earthly and, in fact, particularly British. The book makes

use of many terms of the Arthurian legend, such as f'Logres" and 'rPendragon",

and their meaning is spelled out to sone extent since the details of the

legends night not be widely known. Logres is the ideal kingdon which

is always trying to break through into the events of the real world.

Dinble describes rrhow something we may call Britain is always haunted by

something I{Ie may call Logres.r' (Th"!. Hideous Strength, p. 241) The

mantle of Arthur, as ruler of Logress, has fallen to Ranson..

Ranson was sunmoned to the bedside of an old nan
then dying in Cunberland. Ttrat nan was the

15_--Jessie L. Weston, From
& Co. , Inc., 1920) , p. 136;-

Ritual to Romance (New York: Doubleday
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Pendragon, the successor of Arthur and Uther and
Cassibelaun. . . There has been a secret Logres
in the very heart of Britain all these years; an
unbroken succession of Pendragons. (p. Z4L)

They are the persons "which gave the tiny shove or the almost inpercep-

tible pull, to prod England out of the drunken sleep or to draw her back

fro¡n the final outlage into ¡¡hich Britain tenpted her." (p. z4r)

Britain signifies the secular reality and Logres the ideal kingdon, and.

there is a perpetual conflict between the two, as Britain tries to destroy

what Logres builds. The cosmic conflicts between good and evil of the

first two novels are narrowed in scope here to the conflicts in a par-

ticular place. But this Platonic vision of two levels of reality widens

the scope of the book once again to give the struggle cosnic dinensions.

Ransom, while assuming the role of the pendragon, takes a

passive role in the battle between Logres and Britain. The active role

is given to the al¡nost comic figure of Merlin, Arthurrs wizard. Legend

has it that Mer1in did not die but slept an enchanted sleep until he

should be needed to come to Englandrs aid. The crisis at Belbury, which

occupies the site of Merlinrs well and the place of his burial, rouses

hin from sleep. His difficulties in adjusting to the nodern world are

a conic portrayal ofrrincarnationtt and provide an ironic counterpoint

to the themes of incarnation and revelation which run through the other

novels. Lewis balances his imaginative exploration of the idea of how

God would reveal himself in a different world with this portrayal of how

a very different nan would reveal hiu¡seI,f in our own ordinary world.

Just as Ransorn offered hinrself as the agent of God in the earlier books,

so Merlin is called to offer hinseLf as a bridge between 'rthe Polrrers'

and earth. God can only operate through a man, and Merlin can be that

man since he is both a christian and a dabbler in the secret powers.
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he destroyes Belbury and rescues Mark, and thus harmony is restored

Englandl

I{e are now as we ought to be - between the
angels who are our elder brothers and the
beasts who are our jesters, sen¡ants and
playfellows. (p. 248)

The use of a nyth other than the Christian story enables Lewis to make

his conment on modern nan in sone sort of perspective. The myth renoves

his analysis fron direct irony and satire by providing another frame of

reference, which causes us to shift our perspective. The details of

the new worlds provide much the same function' for the first two space,

novels.

Lewis has written a number of short stories with a science fiction
flavour. 0f these, one is, I think, significant for us in its use of

nyth. This is the story rtForms of Things unknown'r, which appears in

the anthology, 0f other Worlds. The story illustrates an idea which was

expressed earlier in Perelandra, that 'fwhat was nyth in one world night

always be fact in another.ft(p. 92) This phrase appears in fact at the

head of the story. In'fForns of Things Unknown't, an astronaut is sent

to the moon to investigate the rnysterious disappearance of earlier rnoon

explorers. Before his arríval, he deduces that everything has gone well

until the speakers look behind thern. On the moon, he turns to see behind

hi¡n the snaky hair of Medusa, writhing in the windless atnosphere of the

moon. l{hat is myth on earth might really exist elsewhere. 0n Perelandra,

Ransom perceived

that the triple distinction of truth from rnyth
and of both frour fact was purely terrestrial -
was part and parcel of that unhappy division
between soul and body which resulted from the Fall.
Even on Earth the sacra¡nents existed as a permanent
reminder that the division was neither wholesone
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of its disappearance. (p. 131)

For Lewis, myths represent deep truths about the nature of reality, and

other representations of these nyths nay exist elsewhere in other

worlds. Lewis spells this out further in an essay, rMyth Became Factri

Now as myth transcends thought, Incarnation
transcends myth. The heart of Christianity is
a nyth which is also a fact. 16

The story of Medusa on the moon, where nyth becones fact, is another way

of describing the sane principle.

Ii! we Have Facsg; is the one najor work of Lewisfs fiction which

has not been dealt hrith to this point. Written after the other novels,

it differs fron then in that it is not a translation of Christian doctrine

into another language. Rather, it is an attenpt to take a Greek legend,

the story of cupid and Psyche, and to translate it into the terms of

another, less sophisticated rrrJf,rt"r, primitive culture. This change

a11ows us to look at the elemental feelings and responses underlying the

myth, freed fron any preconceived associations we may have. The strange-

ness of the setting causes us to see the familiar story in a new way.

However, the novel not only changes the setting of the story but
!

also changes the perspective fron which the action is viewed. we see

the events, not through the eyes of Psyche, but through the eyes of her

older sister, Gual. Psyche is sinply drawn, $rith little analysis of her

nature or developnent of her character. She is a faithful seeker after

God, and her actions follow the details of the original uryth. rt is
Orual who must come to self-knowledge in the novel. The book is about

16C.S. Lewis, "Myth Becane Fact,r' God in the Dock, p. 66.
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knowledge and revelation, self-knowledge and the knowledge of the godsr

dealings with men, and the ways in which we receive this knowledge.

Orual can find no sign from the gods to help her to understand what is

happening to Psyche. She sees the gods as playing games with man.

They seem to

hint and hover, to draw near us in dreans and
oracles, or in a waking vision that vanishes
as soon as seen, to be dead silent when we
question them and then glide back and whisper
(words r^re cannot understand) in our ears when
we most wish to be free of thern. (p. 249)

rn Book r, 0rua1 believes that this deception is because the gods in

fact have no answers to the riddle of existence. rn Book rr, she des-

.cribes her coning to self-knowledge. I'What began the change was the very

writing itself." (p. 253) She learns that the past is not as she

reme¡nbered it and she sees that her love for Psyche and Bardia was

possessive and destructive. Orual realizes that she is Ungit or lower

nature, and she now strives to turn her ugly soul into a fair one. Through

all her striving, she comes to the place where all her deepest thoughts,

hidden behind the various veils we ernploy for keeping them concealed,

are now revealedÍ

The tine cones to you at which you will be
forced to utter the speech which has lain at the
centre of your soul for years. Till that
word can be dug out of us, why should [the gods]
hear the babble that we think we rnean? How
can they neet us face to face tiIl we have faces?

(p. 2s4)

Self-knowledge is the key to revelation of the gods. Orual learns that,

just as she is Ungit, so she is also Psyche or spirit. The task of her

life has been the s¿une as her sisterts, to be'runited with the Divine

Nature.'r (p. 304) She comes to this knowledge very late in her life.

'rI know now, Lord, whI you utter no answer. You are yourself the ansrn¡er.tf
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(p. 308) Her redemption lies in this neeting with the gods barefaced.

(gareÍac".was Lewisfs original title to the novel, and the one he prefer-
red even after he was persuaded by the publishers to change it.) Her

redemption lies also in the recognition that the past is not static and

complete. 'rrhe Divine Nature can change the past. Nothing is yet in
its true forn.'r (p. gos) This process concept is found elsewhere in
Lewists work and pernits an interesting tension to exist between an

enphasis on the historical basis of Godts revelation through the incar-
nation and an emphasis on the range of possibilities available to nan

not only in the future but in the reinterpretation of the past.

Till We Have Faces develops themes seen already in Lewisrs fiction,
primarily the thene of revelation. But here the enphasis is not his-
torical, on the incarnation as revelatory, but personal, on the way in

which personal apprehension of the gods takes p1ace. The pre-Christian

context is carefully sustained throughout the novel, and the primary

level of interpretation is the attempt to show tra little barbarous state

on the borders of the Hellenistic world of Greek culture, just beginning

to affect ít."77 However, Lewis did hinself in his letters give the novel

a Christian interpretation, and there are a number of scriptural and

liturgical para11e1s which reinforce this. He writes,

Psyche is an instance of the ani¡na naturaliter
christiana naking rhe best or-lñreãþ@on
ffiËrought up in and rhus beine ãuided ¡uut
always 'runder 'the cloudrt, always in terms of her
own inagination or that of her people) toward the
true God. She is in some ways like Christ because
everf good nan or wonan is like Christ. 1g

17--'Lewrs, Letters, p. 273.

-
l8Ibid., p. zz4.
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In fact, Psyche is depicted as being "like Christ'r in more than just

the way of every good man or woman. This is apparent fron the kind of

language surrounding her sacrifice. Psyche says, "rt is only sense that

one should die for nany." (p. 61) Of Jesus, Caiaphas the high priest

says, rrlt is expedient for us, that one man should die for the people.il

(John 11:5O) Psyche askes,rtHovr can I be the ransom for all Glome unless

I die?rf (p. 72) Jesus, foretelling his death, says,rrEven as the Son

of nan came not to be ninistered unto, but to minister, and to give his

life a ranson for many.r' (Matthew 20;28) 0f Redival, Psyche says, 'rShe

also does what she doesntt know." (p. 69) 0n the cross, Jesus plrays,

ftFather, forgive then; for they know not what they do.tt (Luke 23:34)

Psychers sacrifice is clearly identified with the death of Jesus, and

so she represents Christ not simply as any good person does. The story

of Psyche follows a liturgical development sinilar to the Christian story.

Just as the events of Jesusts life have become formalized in the words

and actions of the liturgI, so when 0rua1 visits Psychets temple, she

discovers that the story of Psychets life has beco¡ne formalized, has

become f rthe sacred storyrt. (p . 242)

Lewis mentions one further Christian thene which he intends in

Till we Have Facesl

Sor¡eone becomes a Christian, or in a fanily
nominally Christian already, does something
like beconing a missionary or entering a religious
order. The others suffer a sense of outrage.
What they love is being taken fron them. 19

This is at once a spiritual and a very human theme. The book, in fact,

although renote from our own time and place, nevertheless is a very hunan

10'"Ibid., p. 274.
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story. It probes the deepest htulan experience of love, both possessive

and sacrificial, and so has a tineless quality that the other novels,

rooted in the particularities of Narnia or Deep Heaven, cannot have. For

this reason, it nay in the end conve1r the essence of Christian spiritual

growth nore fully than do the other novels, because it shows the battles

which go on within an individual human life, rather than the purely

external battles which the other novels suggest.
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Chapter Six

Conclusion

In his preface to the anthology of George Macdonaldts writings
which he edited, Lewis devotes some time to the study of nyth-making.

He conunents that it is the events described, rather than the words,

which form the substance of the myth. rfWhat really delights and nourishes

me is a particular pattern of events."l Stories of the mythical time are

distinguished from lyric poetrF, where the words and thene are part of
an intrinsic whole and cannot be separated. In a myth, th9 words can

be abandoned or altered after the myth has been received and has done its
work in the soul of the reader.

Here, I think, is an excellent example of the way in which Lewisrs

sacranental theology is expressed by his view of the nature of myth.

The essence of the Christian gospel, what distinguishes it fron all sorts

of philosophies and ,isms", is that this gospel describes a particular
pattern of events. Christianity is essentially a historical religion.
Rather than merely theorizing about the Good Life, the gospel presents us

with a series of historical events, through which the nature of God, of
nan and of the Good Life are presented to us. Lewis says of nyth, rrrhe

nearring, the suggestion, the radiance, is incarnate in the whole story.rrz

So the meaning, the essence, of Christianity is incarnate in the story

of the life of Christ. His life is the nost complete revelation of the

Person of God that we are given and, frorn this revelation, two thousand.

1-Lewis, George Macdoúâld, p. 15.

.)
'Ibid., p. 17
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years of theorizing and thlologizing have derived. But the essence of

the gospel is sti1l to be found in what Lewis would call 'rthe particular

pattern of events.tt

That particular patteîn of events is not just recorded as bio-
graphical naterial for our interest. Rather, the spiritual world is
able to invade the natural, and the benefits of this pattern of events

are conveyed to us in order to change our lives. firis is Lewists sacra-

nental theology, that God acts through the visible world to convey to us

spiritual reality. By God?s actions our lives are changed. so myth,

by conveying a particular pattern of events, changes us, ,,arouses in us

sensations we have never had-before."3 Rather than removing us from real

life, as the critics of fantasy would have us believe, fantasy and myth

put us rnore closely in touch vrith what is reali

The quality which had enchanted me in his
inaginative works turned out to be the
quality of the real universe, the divine,
nagical, terrifying and ecstatic reality
in which we all 1ive. 4

concept of reality is enlarged and deepened through the action of

nyth in us.

The sacramental principle seems to ne to be essential to an under-

standing of Lewists works of fantasy. It is an aspect which has been

overlooked in nost of the criticisn of his work, largely, r believe,

because the criticism has been written by those whose understanding of

the Christian faith is not a sacranental one. c.s. Lewis was very

\"Ibid. , p. L6

A'Ibid., p. ZI

0ur

the
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..\
definitely. an Anglican in the practice of his religion and in his the-

ology, and this aspect of his life is of the utnost inportance in under-

standing his literary works.

The doctrine of the sacranents, as r4¡e have discussed earlier, is
an important part of Anglican theology and forned a basis for Lewisrs

understanding of the operation of nyth in literature. One of the\,
tpecufrrities of Anglicanisn, however, is the fact that there is very

little formal statement of its doctrines. Other churches have confession-

al statements and other documents where the intricacies of their theology

are spelled out explicitly. Anglican doctrine, on the other hand, is

inplicit, found at various places in the Prayer Book, in the liturgy

and in the historic credal state¡nents. There is no one place in which

the essence of Anglican doctrine can be found. The Thirty-Nine Articles,

for exanple, address themselves to a particular historical situation and

do not give a complete statement of the Anglican position. It is gener-

ally held that the Articles are to be interpreted in the light of the

Book of Conmon Prayer, rather than setting forth a doctrinal standard

for the Church. But there are many places where the neaning of the acts

of the Church community is expressed in what that co¡nnunity does and

says when it meets for worship.

Lewisrs fiction seems to me to come out of this Anglican ethos.

There is no one place where what one night call his rrsacramental theology"

is spelled out. Indeed, it was part of Lewisfs Christian courtesy that

he nade such a book as Mere Christianity as non-partisan as possible,

stating the basic doctrines which could be accepted by all Christians.

But it seems clear to me that the sacramental principle is implicit in

his own beliefs and, because of this, has beco¡ne a doninant principle
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in his fiction. He has made it u*pti"it, r believe, not in his theolo-

gical writings, but in his writings about the nature of nyth.

Perhaps the popularity of Lewis in the minds of what might be

called "conservative evangelical'r Christians has nisled us into categor-

izing hin as a fundarnentalist in religion hi¡nself . Nothing could be

farther fron the truth, and indeed I would say that his popularity with

christians of this view stems from a too sinple reading of his works.

Christian funda¡nentalists tend to use deductive reasoning, arguing from

what is given about God in the Bible. Lewis, on the other hand, argues

inductively, moving frron the individual experience of his characters to

some conclusion about the nature of God and of the world. The fundalnen-

talist Christian'position often carries with it an anti-intellectual

bias. God has given all we need to know for our salvation in the plain

(and unexplained) words of the Bible, and'too nuch speculation destroys

faith rather than encouraging it. Lewis was very nuch a ¡nan of the

intellect, and loved the excitenent of discussion and debate. Although

making no clain to Biblical scholarship, he favoured new translations of

Scripture and new attempts to translate Christian doctrine into the
\r

venacular. That was, indeed, how he saw nuch of his own writing.

0n the other hand, Lewis often seens to have an attitude towards
Ë¿Lk

culture which would cormend hin to.conservative and evangelical Chris-.^
tians. In Richard Niebrfirts tenns (Chrir!. and Culture), Lewis seems to

set Christ agginst the prevailing culture. That is, christ "confronts

man with an reither-orr decision."S Although Lewis affinns the beauty

' 5H. Richard Niebuhr,
Publishers, 1951), p. 40.

Christ and Culture (New York: Harper Brothers
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and goodness of the natural world, and the beauty and goodness of some

individuals, yet the view of society which Lewis describes in his novels

tends to be more pessimistic. Western technological society leads to

such men as Weston and the scientists at N.I.C.E. The way to integrity

seems to be to move out of the wor1d, either literally as in Ransomrs

interpl.anetary adventures, or figuratively, in the withdrawal to the

snall corununity of the Manor House of.the snall band who kept Logres

alive in Britain. Sinilarly, in the Chronicles of Narnia, the world of

the schoolroom is peopled with bullies, and a convenient railway accident

at the end allows the children and those they love to renain forever in

Narnia apart fron the world. 0n1y Susan, who has becorne "confornedr

to the world, is left behind. Lewisrs own life was lived prinarily

h¡ithin the confines of this college. Lewisfs Platonisrn, which views the

Itreal world't as being somewhere else, allows him to present the world to

us in this way. Many evangelical Christians view the world as a place

of trial, with the reward for the faithful colning in a future life.
Lewists view of the world asrrenemy-loccupied territory"6 and the battle

notif which recurs in his fiction would conmend themselves to such

Christians.

The evangelical Christian viewpoint enphasizes the noment of con-

version in the life of the individual. Lewis, however, in keeping with

his sacramental theology, believed man to be called to an ongoing process

of decision, in obedience to Godrs progressive revelation of Himself.

Man continues to grow within the life of the Christian conmunity, as he

he is nurtured by that conmunity.

6lewis, 
Mere Christiâúity, p. 47.
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I believe Lewisrs sacramental theology to have been of the utnost

inportance in interpreting his fiction. Nevertheless, it is a nark of

Lewisrs greatness that his writings have been so influential on those

of varying religious beliefs and those whose beliefs are as yet unformed.

He does not force doctrine down anyonets throat. Rather, he uses his

inaginative poÌ¡ers to present us with pictures of hunan experience,

pictures which can change our lives
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